F6672  FORCED ENTRY (USA, 1971)

Credits:  director/writer, Helmuth Richler (i.e. Shaun Costello)
Cast:  Laura Cannon, Harry Reems, Jutta David.
Summary:  Pornographic horror film set in contemporary New York City. A mentally disturbed Vietnam vet (Reems) who works at a service station follows single women customers home from the station. He then rapes and stabs them while unleashing a torrent of verbal abuse. These scenes are interspersed with documentary footage of Vietnam War atrocities. In the end, the Reems character commits suicide after two lesbians on LSD threaten him. The film enjoyed a ten year run in NYC adult theaters and it’s female lead, Laura Cannon, was the first hardcore star to appear in Playboy, further contributing to the film’s popularity.

No known reviews.